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BOR I S  A L L ENOU  -  SOUND  AR T I S T

My name is Boris, I am a French sound artist born in 1989 living and evolving in
Davis since 2017. 
 
My first approach to sound was musical. In Paris, when I was young, I have studied
classic guitar in a music school. A little bit latter I decided to study deeper the
theory and history of music and earned a bachelor's in musicology focusing on
electronic and computer based contemporary creation and then a Master's in
research on sound ecology. 
 
During the past ten years, as an electronic musician, I collaborate, improvised and
composed with a wide range of musicians, filmmakers, dancers and artists  from
different background and performed in South Korea, Europe and the U.S.A.
 
Slowly after having to move from France to California, I decided to focus on the
aspects of my practice that matter the most and explore the limitless forms of
sound art by connecting my projects to the field of sound ecology.
 
My researches use interactive sound installations, talks, workshops and sound
exploration events as mediums to reflect on, propose and conceptualize possible
roles, places, meanings, interactions and aesthetics of sounds in our societies.
 
 
 



bori.allenou.wordpress.com

T H E  E CO LOG I C A L  AS P E C T  OF  CR EA T I ON

First,  it is important to mention the work of R.Murray Schafer. In the 1960's this
Canadian Composer, writer, environmentalist and music educator,  starts studying
what he calls the Soundscape witch we can defined as the acoustic environment
perceived by humans. Schafer also propose a definition of Sound ecology.
 
Sound ecology is an area of artistic research and practice that focuses on the
interactions between sounds and nature, the environment, our lives, humans, living
organisms, the society and, widely, between sounds and the world. 
 
With a worldwide impact, those research inspired a lot of artists and theorists to
explore the interactions between sounds and humans in a sensitive, creative, or
descriptive way. 
 
Here are some examples of artistic activities related to Sound Ecology.
- Soundwalk. Canadian composer Hildegard Westerkamp defines the soundwalk as
"... any excursion whose main purpose is listening to the 
environment. It is exposing our ears to every sound around us no matter 
where we are." There is many forms of soundwalks. Most of the time it involve also
recording. Lets listen to a short extract of one of here composition : Kits beach
soundwalk. 
 
- Field Recording is the term used for an audio recording produced outside a
recording studio, and the term applies to recordings of both natural and human-
produced sounds. We can listen, for example to an extract of the Charles Borget's
recording. Field recording can have a scientific purpose or, as in Chris Watson's
pieces, a creative one. 
 
- Sound Maps are digital geographical maps that focuses on the sonic
representation of a specific location. Thanks to the GPS and cell phone era, they
quickly became collaborative. My personal favorite is Radio Aporee. 
 
- I think that some site specific or public sound art are directly related to sound
ecology. For example, Max Neuhaus' piece Time Square was created to enhance
people's interest on sound by changing this area with a rumbling noise coming
from the underground throught a grid. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://aporee.org/maps/


DO ,  L I S T EN ,  EX P LOR E

The form of sound ecology that I am focused on as an artist is the creation of sonic
eco-system. Directly inspired by David Tudor's Rainforest, I create sound
installations or live situations where people, techniques and sounds interact to
create a new environment. 
This way of exploring the interaction between humans and sounds can not be
possible without the building aspect of some creations.
 
That is why we are here together today, to build a contact microphone, explore the
sound environment with it, and create a new participatory sonic eco-system.  
 
_________
 
A contact microphone, also known as a piezo microphone, is a form of microphone
that senses audio vibrations through contact with solid objects. Unlike normal air
microphones, contact microphones are almost completely insensitive to air
vibrations but transduce only structure-borne or mechanical sound. 
Contact microphones are most commonly based on a piezo disc made of a thin
piezoelectric ceramic round glued to a thin brass or alloy metal.
 
Exploring objects and places vibrations with a contact microphone can be compare
to the analyzing cells with a microscope, everything become louder, bigger, wilder.
 
Let's build and explore! 
 
 
 


